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099W47'09" 29N12'34"

Planet
Sun
Moon
Mercury
Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
Neptune
Pluto
Node
Midheaven
Ascendant

Sign
Scorpio
Virgo
Scorpio
Libra
Capricorn
Libra
Taurus
Libra
Scorpio
Virgo
Pisces
Scorpio
Capricorn

Position
12°Sc09'
09°Vi08'
05°Sc02'
22°Li34'
29°Cp58'
21°Li58'
04°Ta56'
06°Li42'
27°Sc50'
26°Vi33'
18°Pi19' R
06°Sc20'
19°Cp20'

House
10th
08th
09th
09th
01st
09th
03rd
09th
10th
08th
02nd

House Cusps
01 19°Cp20'
02 27°Aq04'
03 04°Ar46'
04 06°Ta20'
05 02°Ge04'
06 25°Ge08'
07 19°Ca20'
08 27°Le04'
09 04°Li46'
10 06°Sc20'
11 02°Sg04'
12 25°Sg08'

Natal Midpoints:
11°Ar37' Sa/No
04°Ta56' Sa
13°Ge43' Mo/No
07°Ca02' Mo/Sa
15°Ca45' Sa/Pl
20°Ca49' Sa/Ur
28°Ca27' Ju/Sa
28°Ca45' Ve/Sa
09°Vi08' Mo
17°Vi51' Mo/Pl
22°Vi55' Mo/Ur
26°Vi33' Pl
00°Li33' Mo/Ju
00°Li51' Mo/Ve
01°Li38' Ur/Pl
06°Li42' Ur

07°Li05' Mo/Me
07°Li44' Mo/Mc
09°Li16' Ju/Pl
09°Li34' Ve/Pl
10°Li38' Mo/Su
14°Li20' Ju/Ur
14°Li38' Ve/Ur
15°Li48' Me/Pl
16°Li27' Pl/Mc
18°Li29' Mo/Ne
19°Li21' Su/Pl
20°Li52' Me/Ur
21°Li31' Ur/Mc
21°Li58' Ju
22°Li16' Ve/Ju
22°Li34' Ve

24°Li25' Su/Ur
27°Li12' Ne/Pl
28°Li30' Me/Ju
28°Li48' Me/Ve
29°Li09' Ju/Mc
29°Li27' Ve/Mc
02°Sc03' Su/Ju
02°Sc16' Ur/Ne
02°Sc22' Su/Ve
05°Sc02' Me
05°Sc41' Me/Mc
06°Sc20' Mc
08°Sc36' Su/Me
09°Sc15' Su/Mc
09°Sc54' Ju/Ne
10°Sc12' Ve/Ne

12°Sc09' Su
14°Sc14' Mo/As
16°Sc26' Me/Ne
17°Sc05' Ne/Mc
19°Sc33' Mo/Ma
20°Sc00' Su/Ne
22°Sc57' Pl/As
27°Sc50' Ne
28°Sc01' Ur/As
28°Sc16' Ma/Pl
03°Sg20' Ma/Ur
05°Sg39' Ju/As
05°Sg57' Ve/As
10°Sg58' Ma/Ju
11°Sg16' Ve/Ma
12°Sg11' Me/As
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12°Sg50' Mc/As
15°Sg44' Su/As
17°Sg30' Me/Ma
18°Sg09' Ma/Mc
21°Sg04' Su/Ma
22°Sg26' Pl/No
23°Sg35' Ne/As
27°Sg30' Ur/No
28°Sg54' Ma/Ne
05°Cp09' Ju/No
05°Cp27' Ve/No
11°Cp41' Me/No
12°Cp20' No/Mc
15°Cp14' Su/No
19°Cp20' As
23°Cp05' Ne/No

24°Cp39' Ma/As
29°Cp58' Ma
04°Aq59' Me/Sa
05°Aq38' Sa/Mc
08°Aq32' Su/Sa
16°Aq23' Sa/Ne
18°Aq49' No/As
24°Aq09' Ma/No
12°Pi08' Sa/As
17°Pi27' Ma/Sa
18°Pi19' No

Natal Combinations
Me=Sa 05°Sc02' 000°07'
Ve=Ne/No 22°Li34' 000°30'
Ju=Ve 21°Li58' 000°36'
Sa=Me/Mc 04°Ta56' 000°46'
Ne=Ma/Pl 27°Sc50' 000°26'
No=Mo/Pl 18°Pi19' 000°28'
No=Ma/Mc 18°Pi19' 000°10'

Me=Sa/Mc 05°Sc02' 000°36'
Ma=Ve/Mc 29°Cp58' 000°31'
Ju=Ur/Mc 21°Li58' 000°27'
Ur=Mo/Me 06°Li42' 000°23'
Ne=Ur/As 27°Sc50' 000°11'
No=Me/Ma 18°Pi19' 000°49'
As=Mo/Ne 19°Cp20' 000°51'

Ve=Ju 22°Li34' 000°36'
Ma=Ju/Mc 29°Cp58' 000°49'
Sa=Me 04°Ta56' 000°07'
Ur=Mo/Sa 06°Li42' 000°20'
Pl=Ur/No 26°Vi33' 000°57'
No=Ma/Sa 18°Pi19' 000°52'
As=Su/Pl 19°Cp20' 000°01'

Total Number of Hits: 128
Aspect Settings: 90
Transiting Planets:
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto
Progressed Planets:
Moon, Sun, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto, Node, Midheaven, Ascendant
Arc Planets:
Moon, Sun, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto, Node, Midheaven, Ascendant

Midpoint Hits: 06-07-2006 to 05-23-2007
06-07-2006 Ju Cnj Ve/Ne Tran
06-11-2006 Ju Cnj Ju/Ne Tran
06-15-2006 Mo Sqr Pl/Mc Prog
06-15-2006 Sa Opp Su/Sa Tran
06-16-2006 Sa Sqr Su/Me Tran *
06-22-2006 Sa Sqr Su/Mc Tran
06-22-2006 Ju Cnj Su/Mc Tran

10-05-2006 Ne Cnj Ju/No Arc
10-06-2006 Ju Cnj Mo/Ma Tran
10-08-2006 Ju Cnj Su/Ne Tran
10-09-2006 Mo Cnj Pl/Mc Arc
10-14-2006 Ne Sqr Ne/Mc Tran
10-17-2006 Ur Sqr Ve/Ma Tran
10-17-2006 Mo Sqr Ur/Mc Prog

01-21-2007 Ne Cnj Ve/No Arc *
01-24-2007 Ju Cnj Mc/As Tran
01-25-2007 Sa Sqr Pl/As Tran
01-30-2007 Ju Opp Mo/No Tran
01-30-2007 Ur Sqr Mc/As Tran
02-09-2007 Ne Sqr Mo/Ma Tran
02-12-2007 Ju Cnj

Astrological Midpoints

History of Midpoint Combinations
What is a Midpoint?
The use of midpoints historically goes back to 1200 AD when Guido Bonati, a
famous Italian Astrologer, used half sums, otherwise known as midpoints, in his
interpretation of a chart. More recently at the turn of the century, Alan Leo, a famous
American Astrologer, used midpoints along with solar arc directions. I personally have
no knowledge of the use of midpoints combined with the 90-degree dial prior to its use
by Reinhold Ebertin and Alfred Witte at the beginning of the Nineteen Hundreds. The
history of solar arcs on the other hand, goes back to Ptolemy who used primary directions
in the second century.
A midpoint is the center between any two points, which in Astrology relates to the
center between two planets and/or personal points, including the Midheaven, Ascendant,
and the Nodes. This center point is the meeting of planetary energies that becomes active
through the process of growth, relating to the passage of time. We relate to the aspects
formed by the heavenly bodies through spatial relationship. This system as I mentioned
earlier goes back to Reinhold Ebertin who, near the turn of the century developed this
system along with Alfred Witte by taking a 360-degree wheel and breaking it down into a
90-degree dial. Ebertin believed that hard aspects created events in one's life thus; the
use of the 90-degree dial became a viable tool for forecasting future events. Ebertin
started by placing the planets into three sections -- 30 degrees for Cardinal Positions
which include: Aries, Cancer, Libra and Capricorn points; 30 degrees for Fixed Positions
which include: Taurus, Leo, Scorpio and Aquarius points; and 30 degrees for Mutable
Positions which include: Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius and Pisces points.
This system can be seen on the 90 degree dial as 0 to 30 degrees as Cardinal, 30 to 60
degrees Fixed and 60 to 90 degrees as Mutable positions for the planetary points to be
placed in accordance of their quality.
How to Use this System
This system can be used to add great insight into the interpretations of the natal chart
through the use of delineation of transits, progressions, solar arcs and degree arcs. In fact
it can be used in almost any interpretive form of astrology where timing is added into the
equation. Timing is where this type of Astrology becomes very precise and accurate. The

best way to use this system is to incorporate the natal midpoint along with the time that
its energy becomes activated by directing the planets into the future. This is done by
Solar Arc, which is the distance it takes for the Sun to move from one day to the next at
the time of one’s birth, which is approximately 59’ to 1 degree 2’, which is then added to
the age in question. We can also use degree arcs, known as age arcs, which is equivalent
to one degree equals one year, times the number of years old you are now and/or when
the specific event in question occurred. It may sound difficult, but it’s not once you
become familiar with this system of delineation. When using this tool you will notice
that I have included health interpretations along with dietary issues, which often come up
when there is a lack of good nutrition or assimilation of nutrients. This can be seen easily
through the activation of the natal midpoints on the 90-degree dial. Thus, I included
medical interpretations in most of the midpoint structures.
Each midpoint structure has many meanings, so I have narrowed it down to the most
important interpretation of each of them based upon my years of past experience. These
interpretations are done in the higher and lower, or shadow manifestations. We are all on
the earth plane of existence, thus no matter how enlightened we may seem, we still have
to deal with our shadow. Many midpoints include births, health areas and transitions and
only a part of what is said may apply to you personally. But on the other hand the whole
interpretation may apply. I have included the positive and negative side of each of these
midpoints so as to reach all probable outcomes.
Many times there will be others who are read through one’s personal chart, since
these people become the players in one’s personal movie. These players include
midpoints with:
Moon
Saturn
Mercury/Mars
Mercury/Venus
Sun/Node
Venus/Uranus
Mars/Uranus
Jupiter

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Mother and the Feminine principal
Father/Business Associates, masculine principal
Brothers and Male Relatives
Sisters and Female Relatives
Children
Female Friends
Male Friends
Grandparents

Relationships include almost any midpoint, which involves the Sun, Moon, Venus
and Mars combined with the personal points, Asc, Mc, Moon and Node and always be
aware of the rulerships of these positions.

Your Birth Chart: Midpoint Combinations

The natal midpoints represent our birth traits, our strengths, weaknesses and potential
for personal growth. Each midpoint could involve others who are part of our life’s path.
Thus, a natal midpoint may apply to family and friends as opposed to the energy being
directed to the self. Likewise, the medical influences and health issues mentioned are
often manifest by others in our lives as opposed to the self. The possible medical
problems, as well as the "shadow side" of a midpoint may never become an active
manifestation of the midpoint's energy when addressed early. Keep an open mind when
reading the interpretations of a midpoint since they are geared to both the higher and
lower manifestations of the energy, and be aware that medical references should not be
treated as a diagnosis. Psychological or physical symptoms or problems should be
directed to the appropriate professional for diagnosis and evaluation. The timing of the
events indicated by these natal midpoints are activated by progressions, directions and
finally transits as the final touch off point sometime in the future.
Mercury=Saturn (Concentrated Thought) Natal
Mercury and Saturn relate to introspection and concentration of thought since one
has the potential to become deeply fixed into a mental pattern that is either
favorable or not. Thus, depression comes easily and one tends to only see the
glass as half empty. There can also be mental blocks along with difficult
communications with the father and/or boss. One may have problems feeling as
though they can't share their thoughts with a sibling, which could lead to a
separation from the sibling for an extended period of time. There can be difficulty
due to the inability of others to understand what is trying to be communicated
and/or they just don't feel the same way, thus, direct and effective communication
is most important, especially in the work environment. One usually has a
tendency to be able to teach others what they’ve already mastered. Thus, there can
be leadership ability due to having learned how to communicate in an
authoritative manner as well as having constructive thoughts or organized
thoughts. One can clear away a mess of papers by itemizing, collating, organizing,
and simplifying one's self. On a professional level, one has the potential to put in
a new system and perfecting it, thus, this relates to accountants and teachers. It
also represents the working relationships with others and studying for a period of
time, or even focusing on writing a long-term novel. Though, there's a tendency to
be self-absorbed in one’s own thoughts and to not hear what others are trying to
communicate. Medically, this relates to breaks in the fingers, arms, hands, and

collarbone due to potential blocks in communication over a period of time. Heavy
smokers also have this, causing lung problems along with blocks in the nerves of
the hands and/or problems with the disks in the low back; there may also be a lack
of assimilation of one's nutrition.
Mercury=Saturn/Midheaven Natal
Organizational abilities, attention to detail, concentration, and intention are some
of the qualities manifested through this energy. All of these qualities are usually
used in one's career pursuits. This relates to deep study and needing time alone to
plan and/organize for one’s future. With the misuse of this energy, there can be
problems with people in authority through breakdowns of communications.
Medically, this relates to lung problems, low back difficulties with the disks,
intestinal blocks and/or breaks in the fingers or hands. This also relates to the
father and/or a sibling's health that may encompass the medical areas mentioned
above.
Venus=Jupiter (The Contract) Natal
Venus and Jupiter relate to what we value along with our philosophy and belief
systems. There is usually abundance in one's personal life and sometimes one
attracts financial gain along with the ability to attract many gifts from others.
People with this have a great capacity to love others, including animals, and they
have a love of religion and philosophy, thus valuing higher education. The love of
foreigners, their heritage, and ethnicity are also part of this energy. There can be
the ability to understand the legal system, since it relates to agreements that are
based on the desire to create balance; thus, the marriage contract or legal
agreement as well as giving bliss and happiness within our life. Many times there
is the capacity to be easily understood by others as well as having a sense of
abundance and joy when in relationships. One may also have an excessive
capacity to feel along with the potential to over extend one's self on a financial
level or to become wasteful of money and/or energy. Many gamblers who have
the potential to win big carry this energy. This denotes appreciation of beauty
through artistic pursuits, as in being an artist, and it relates to a person who likes
to throw parties and invite people from all different backgrounds. This also
represents having a legal decision going in one's favor. Medically, this relates to
difficulties assimilating sugar; kidney problems; problems with the liver, due to
excess; and, at its worst, hepatitis.
Venus=Neptune/Node Natal
One may have a very spiritual approach, giving the capacity to love and be loved
by another. It represents the soul mate or the beloved coming into one's life.
There’s a feeling as though one has known this person before in a past life, thus
finding the idealized mate who has all the qualities and attributes that one is
looking for. On the other side, there can be deception from the loved one, about
other relationships or about personal resources, since they may be withholding or
unclear about what they really have. Thus, it's important to know how to manage
money well and not be caught in the illusion projected by others, especially the

idealized partner.
Mars=Venus/Midheaven Natal
People who have a sensual way about them and can use that sensuality to attract
new relationships of a sexual nature carry this energy. These new relationships
have the potential to lead towards procreation of a child or other new creation.
This also relates to being well liked with the potential to advance professionally
due to acquired social skills.
Mars=Jupiter/Midheaven Natal
Making a big decision or being involved in legal matters is a manifestation of this
energy. There’s cooperation from others and teamwork now. One can be attracted
to someone who is more of the physical, well-endowed type with lots of sex
appeal. This also relates to the pioneering of new ideas in the work place, thus
having a positive influence on one's career.
Jupiter=Venus (The Contract) Natal
Venus and Jupiter relate to what we value along with our philosophy and belief
systems. There is usually abundance in one's personal life and sometimes one
attracts financial gain along with the ability to attract many gifts from others.
People with this have a great capacity to love others, including animals, and they
have a love of religion and philosophy, thus valuing higher education. The love of
foreigners, their heritage, and ethnicity are also part of this energy. There can be
the ability to understand the legal system, since it relates to agreements that are
based on the desire to create balance; thus, the marriage contract or legal
agreement as well as giving bliss and happiness within our life. Many times there
is the capacity to be easily understood by others as well as having a sense of
abundance and joy when in relationships. One may also have an excessive
capacity to feel along with the potential to over extend one's self on a financial
level or to become wasteful of money and/or energy. Many gamblers who have
the potential to win big carry this energy. This denotes appreciation of beauty
through artistic pursuits, as in being an artist, and it relates to a person who likes
to throw parties and invite people from all different backgrounds. This also
represents having a legal decision going in one's favor. Medically, this relates to
difficulties assimilating sugar; kidney problems; problems with the liver, due to
excess; and, at its worst, hepatitis.
Jupiter=Uranus/Midheaven Natal
There can be sudden fame and good fortune. One can also speculate and win, as
well as connect on a social level to others who are successful. This relates to the
successful astrologer or anyone who is successful on the Internet, with computers,
or anything considered high tech or state of the art. This is present when one
enters or leaves college, as well as when one computerizes or upgrades software
or information.
Saturn=Mercury (Concentrated Thought) Natal
Mercury and Saturn relate to introspection and concentration of thought since one

has the potential to become deeply fixed into a mental pattern that is either
favorable or not. Thus, depression comes easily and one tends to only see the
glass as half empty. There can also be mental blocks along with difficult
communications with the father and/or boss. One may have problems feeling as
though they can't share their thoughts with a sibling, which could lead to a
separation from the sibling for an extended period of time. There can be difficulty
due to the inability of others to understand what is trying to be communicated
and/or they just don't feel the same way, thus, direct and effective communication
is most important, especially in the work environment. One usually has a
tendency to be able to teach others what they’ve already mastered. Thus, there can
be leadership ability due to having learned how to communicate in an
authoritative manner as well as having constructive thoughts or organized
thoughts. One can clear away a mess of papers by itemizing, collating, organizing,
and simplifying one's self. On a professional level, one has the potential to put in
a new system and perfecting it, thus, this relates to accountants and teachers. It
also represents the working relationships with others and studying for a period of
time, or even focusing on writing a long-term novel. Though, there's a tendency to
be self-absorbed in one’s own thoughts and to not hear what others are trying to
communicate. Medically, this relates to breaks in the fingers, arms, hands, and
collarbone due to potential blocks in communication over a period of time. Heavy
smokers also have this, causing lung problems along with blocks in the nerves of
the hands and/or problems with the disks in the low back; there may also be a lack
of assimilation of one's nutrition.
Saturn=Mercury/Midheaven Natal
There can be a career that requires good managerial skills, or a career in
accounting or keeping of books or records. One has skills with running a system
or becoming a systems manager as well as having the capacity to be in charge of
the communications within a company. Many times one goes through a lot of
depression due to feeling that they have to be perfect all of the time, which leaves
them thinking, "Is that all there is, only work and toil in this life?" There can also
be separations from a brother or relative due to a difference of belief system.
Uranus=Moon/Mercury Natal
One has a high degree of aptitude for many different subjects. There can be
attraction to unusual or different types of friends where the common denominator
is the ability to communicate in an avant-garde manner. Many times one’s friends
become family; in fact, they're usually closer then one’s own family members are.
There can also be connections with people who have a high degree of integrity or
position in the community who can help one to advance quickly on a professional
level. Thus, one has the capacity to make decisions fast, along with having a
peculiar insight into the motivations of others.
Uranus=Moon/Saturn Natal
To free one's self from a situation that was emotionally limiting is a manifestation
of this. It means to escape captivity or to rebel over the domination of another, or

to leave a loved one who held one back or limited their personal freedom. There’s
the desire to lead others out of captivity or from disparity. There can also be
psychological disorders created in one's early environment due to a lack of
stability. To relieve the tension that this brings, it's best to learn to stand up for
one's self and not let anyone else dominate, thus creating order and stability in
one’s personal life by not moving around too much.
Neptune=Mars/Pluto Natal
One may experience the decision to shift one’s goals and purpose, thus affecting
the rest of their life. This can be a very beautiful influence, denoting great
transformation in one's belief through awareness that there is life after death.
Spiritually this relates to the desire to understand nature and how to transmute
energy and unlock the mysteries of life.
Neptune=Uranus/Ascendant Natal
This is a very perceptive energy, giving one the capacity to be very clairvoyant
and/or psychic. One may have aspirations to live more in a spiritual world. On the
other side of this, there can be confusion created by a depleted drive and/or a lack
of self-worth. The attraction to substances and/or a chemical imbalance and
peculiarities in one's appearance relates to this. There is also a love of music, the
arts, and the dance, which usually brings balance in other areas of one's life.
Pluto=Uranus/Node Natal
This is a highly volatile energy, which brings people together for a joint purpose;
to grow and evolve into higher awareness of the self. There’s also the desire to
know what motivates one to do the right thing. One has the capacity to inspire
others towards spiritual oneness, thus having a cause with others. On the reverse
side, there can be losses that are shared with others which happen suddenly and
without warning. Thus this is a transitional influence, which can come from an
accident and/or through heart problems.
Node=Moon/Pluto Natal
The desire to connect with women of power, such as Wiccan women and/or a
priestess, the woman who knows and/or the one who can perform magic is
symbolic of this energy. There is the potential of being affected by and/or
influencing the masses through the ability to emotionally connect with the
feelings of others. One has the capacity to really know another on an intuitive
level. This also rules transitions for a female in the family and/or there can be the
birth of a power child.
Node=Mercury/Mars Natal
Connections with people who want to make a difference through their thoughts
and actions are a manifestation of this energy. There can also be inspiration to get
the job done quickly with the help of others. On the reverse side, there can be
problems with arguments about trivial subjects that really don't make a difference
in the long run and difficulty communicating with a sibling who usually likes it
their way.

Node=Mars/Saturn Natal
Associations that come into one’s life to advance them quickly are a manifestation
of this energy. There is a desire to finish whatever one has already started with
others thus, there is space to create new projects. The connections we make now
help us remove old blocks or inhibitions that have limited our awareness. These
limitations could have been caused by the actions of another. These are the people
who manifest themselves as the petty tyrants in our life.
Node=Mars/Midheaven Natal
One can connect with others who have the same goals; thus attain their objectives
through the help of like-minded people. This is a successful period in one’s life
when we share the gift's life has to offer. This also relates to a woman meeting a
man with whom she may want to partner professionally or otherwise.
Ascendant=Moon/Neptune Natal
The place where one dreams, the bedroom, or the place where one goes to have a
consultation with a psychic is symbolized by this energy. Neptune's function is to
take one into the dream state, thus there is a tendency to lose connection to reality
and there can be confusion created by seeing of spirits. On a medical level, this
rules wasting away, sleeping sickness, the weakened immune system, or the
inability to assimilate nutritionally. There's a tendency to be aware one moment
and asleep the next. The best way to overcome the negative side of this energy is
to not be affected by the opinions of others on an emotional level, thus developing
more of a sense of self.
Ascendant=Sun/Pluto Natal
This has the capacity to give a new identity through the symbolic death of the old
and the birth of the new you. This may be through plastic surgery on the face, thus
giving the self a new look or new face to present to the world. There can also be
deep depression and a sense of hopelessness in one's life which demands an
ending and a new beginning. It rules the union or type of marriage that is based on
the connecting of two powerful and dynamic energies.

Active Midpoints: Jun 01, 2006 to Jun 01, 2007

When interpreting the active midpoints one should keep in mind that the strongest
midpoint is the one that is activating a natal midpoint. Thus if your natal midpoint has
been activated by transit or progression/direction, then the possibility of the events

proverbial scandals of public officials and people who are ousted when it is
discovered that they're not as spiritual as they portrayed themselves to be. This
also relates to large rains and/or flooding, and people seem to take chances on
speculation that end disastrously, so it's best not to get involved with the get rich
quick schemes. Medically this rules toxicity in the liver and blood disorders
effected by one's need to correct a belief that may be toxic, and physicians could
make an incorrect diagnosis.
Jun 15, 2006 Moon = Pluto/Midheaven Progressed
The woman who has personal power, like a healer, shaman, or a woman of
knowledge, is represented by this; much like an astrologer. This denotes the
matriarch of the family, the one who controls the direction in which the family
goes as well as controlling the finances. Psychologists carry this energy, since
they have insight into the feelings and motivations of others. Medically this
affects the reproductive system and/or it relates to a transition for the matriarch of
the family.
Jun 15, 2006 Saturn = Sun/Saturn (The Disciple) Transit
The Sun represents the self and Saturn is discipline, thus this denotes the
disciplining of the self through restraint and focus. There's a sense of timing and
structure, which helps one to become more stable; thus giving the capacity to
develop better habits. There is also the desire to eliminate negative habits and to
replace them with something that could forego the test of time. Saturn, who is
known as father time, represents the need to get a better sense of timing along
with the need to set long-range goals and plans for the future. Thus preparing one
for that potential rainy day. This may also represent having to care for the needs
of a child, or children, who needs help in their early development. This is a time
of little pleasure, just learning how to discipline the self, thus attaining future
security in life. Many times the father can have potential health problems now,
and people with this may have a tendency to harden their hearts due to long
periods of no love and/or not giving love out of fear of rejection. Thus this can
lead to hardening of the arteries. Usually one puts their attention on work instead
of love, or they do not love the self, and/or they give selfless love. It also can be
the block in love or a delay in getting the love one needs. This represents being
separated from others and/or from one's sense of self. It gives the desire to retire
or be secluded from others, since it represents inhibitions and/or habits; thus
meaning habitual. Many times there is a loss of energy that can affect one's output
in the work area. These are usually serious people who are very loyal and can be
counted on when the going gets tough. This also relates to maturation and the
aging process, which on a medical level can cause problems with brittle bones and
difficulties with the knees. Medically this rules the skin, teeth, heart, and back
problems due to the hardening process that takes place with age.
Jun 16, 2006 *
Saturn = Sun/Mercury Transit
One is usually known for their organizational skills and their constructive way of
thinking. Thus this gives the ability to relate easily to authority figures with the

capability of organizing a complicated system, especially where big business is
involved. It can also represent long periods of study that will help advance one in
their career. On the other side of this, there can be separations due to blocks in
communication with authorities, co-workers, and/or loved ones because of a need
to be right on both sides. This can also lead to depression due to not being able to
express one's thoughts and/or feelings, as though others are not really hearing
them.
Jun 22, 2006 Saturn = Sun/Midheaven Transit
A family business that takes a lot of work and toil is a manifestation of this. It
usually gives a strong authoritative parent who has struggled to attain financial
security for the family. There can be a focus on career advancement, and it gives
the feeling of being confined by one's personal work and/or not having enough
time for one's self. Health issues for one of the parents or the job affecting one's
personal health are also a manifestation of this.
Jun 22, 2006 Jupiter = Sun/Midheaven Transit
This is one of the strongest combinations of fame in the zodiac and it can put one
at the top quickly. Success comes easily with this and it connects one to people in
power on a professional level and/or on a social sphere. This also manifests
through being born into a family with wealth and/or prominence. There usually is
long distance travel and being connected with foreign countries on a professional
level. It can give great success in life due to being in the right place at the right
time.
Jun 23, 2006 Neptune = Moon/Mars Transit
The intuitive woman who takes initiative and can react quickly when needed is
influenced by this energy. It relates to emotional sensitivity and/or an emotionally
sensitive situation. It also denotes family secrets or the hiding of one's nature from
others, or being deceived, deceptive, or confused. There can also be the influence
of women who are substance abusers or have psychological disorders. On a
positive level, this relates to the athlete who loves to swim or do water sports, and
or there is a potential for water problems in the home or the need for a new water
heater.
Jun 28, 2006 Saturn = Jupiter/Neptune Transit
One can successfully incorporate their belief system with their life's work.
There’s a feeling of wanting to help the underdog, since one may have struggled
out of poverty or had a lack of security in their youth. On the reverse side, one
may have a need to declare bankruptcy or feel spiritually bankrupt. Either way,
there’s a sense of lack with a need for more inspirational things to happen in one's
life to make it worthwhile to stay around. One has a tendency to come out of an
illusion or fog, stepping into the daylight and present reality. Medically, this
relates to liver disorders and hepatitis.
Jun 30, 2006 Saturn = Venus/Neptune Transit
One may have difficulties in their expression of love, or there can be deceit from a

partner on a financial level. This is visually represented by a bridge over troubled
waters, and yes, bridge builders have this in their charts. There is also a feeling of
having been in love before and having lost that love to another. One may have
health issues brought about through unhappiness within a relationship, sobering to
the reality that the relationship has changed and may be ending.
Jul 16, 2006 Saturn = Sun (The Disciple) Transit
The Sun represents the self and Saturn is discipline, thus this denotes the
disciplining of the self through restraint and focus. There's a sense of timing and
structure, which helps one to become more stable; thus giving the capacity to
develop better habits. There is also the desire to eliminate negative habits and to
replace them with something that could forego the test of time. Saturn, who is
known as father time, represents the need to get a better sense of timing along
with the need to set long-range goals and plans for the future. Thus preparing one
for that potential rainy day. This may also represent having to care for the needs
of a child, or children, who needs help in their early development. This is a time
of little pleasure, just learning how to discipline the self, thus attaining future
security in life. Many times the father can have potential health problems now,
and people with this may have a tendency to harden their hearts due to long
periods of no love and/or not giving love out of fear of rejection. Thus this can
lead to hardening of the arteries. Usually one puts their attention on work instead
of love, or they do not love the self, and/or they give selfless love. It also can be
the block in love or a delay in getting the love one needs. This represents being
separated from others and/or from one's sense of self. It gives the desire to retire
or be secluded from others, since it represents inhibitions and/or habits; thus
meaning habitual. Many times there is a loss of energy that can affect one's output
in the work area. These are usually serious people who are very loyal and can be
counted on when the going gets tough. This also relates to maturation and the
aging process, which on a medical level can cause problems with brittle bones and
difficulties with the knees. Medically this rules the skin, teeth, heart, and back
problems due to the hardening process that takes place with age.
Jul 19, 2006 Jupiter = Sun/Midheaven Transit
This is one of the strongest combinations of fame in the zodiac and it can put one
at the top quickly. Success comes easily with this and it connects one to people in
power on a professional level and/or on a social sphere. This also manifests
through being born into a family with wealth and/or prominence. There usually is
long distance travel and being connected with foreign countries on a professional
level. It can give great success in life due to being in the right place at the right
time.
Jul 20, 2006 Mercury = Saturn/Ascendant Direction: Solar Arc
This relates to how the environment affects one’s way of thinking, possibly
limiting one’s self-expression. Although, some people take a lemon and make
lemonade with it. In this case, one could use this energy for planning, writing,
studying, or redefining one's sense of self-worth through long hours in solitude.

On a medical level, there’s a tendency to have breathing problems, so make sure
not to smoke or abuse the lungs in any way. One may use pranic-breathing
practices to help keep the lungs clear of toxicity.
Jul 26, 2006 Neptune = Node/Ascendant Transit
There can be interest in furthering one's spiritual development by joining groups
that share your interests. It tends to bring undesirables into one's life or people
who aren't practical and are looking for someone else to foot the bill. Medically
this relates to chronic fatigue, lack of energy, infection, along with sleep and eye
disorders. One may also have the desire to help others less fortunate than oneself
who have health issues.
Jul 31, 2006 Jupiter = Jupiter/Neptune (Spiritual Journey) Transit
When Jupiter and Neptune are in combination there is a tendency to create an
awakening to universal oneness. It addresses our need to expand consciousness
through our belief system and relates to the spiritual journey from within. It
denotes the sacred sights we go to on the earth for a vision quest, or the person
who seeks the application of higher knowledge which gives them more spiritual
wisdom. There can be long journeys over water to distant countries, sharing
beliefs and philosophies on life with others which are held in common or shared
with foreigners. On the other side, there can be confusion surrounding one's belief
system, thus becoming disillusioned with one’s religious path. The personification
of this relates to the defrocking of priests and/or ministers, along with the
proverbial scandals of public officials and people who are ousted when it is
discovered that they're not as spiritual as they portrayed themselves to be. This
also relates to large rains and/or flooding, and people seem to take chances on
speculation that end disastrously, so it's best not to get involved with the get rich
quick schemes. Medically this rules toxicity in the liver and blood disorders
effected by one's need to correct a belief that may be toxic, and physicians could
make an incorrect diagnosis.
Aug 02, 2006 Saturn = Moon/Ascendant Transit
Separation from others in the family or from the business family is a
manifestation of this. It can cause one to feel depressed or confined when in this
place. There could be slow maturation of the physical body and/or smaller
features. One can either have beautiful skin or acne on the face, since this rules
our face to the world. There is also a feeling of being limited by others or of
facing the world alone. Usually there are unions formed now which have karmic
repercussions or there may even be a marriage for security reasons. On the
positive side, this represents a time of weight loss due to the lack of appetite or
not being able to stomach the situation.
Aug 03, 2006 Moon = Moon/Neptune (Psychic Intuition) Progressed
The Moon/Neptune contains the possibility of extreme intuitions, which may
manifest through the seeing of visions or even developing one's dreamtime
awareness. One has the capacity to have no time or a sense of timelessness. One
seems to live in a dream world, where there are no proper boundaries and many

times the mother or the grandmother could have had psychic abilities. This also
relates to a person who deals with hidden guilt or shame and/or having a family
secret that, if not addressed, can affect the physical health. There can be many
intuitive gifts, and there is a sense of motion or waves, thus this rules the dancer.
One may also have the capacity to become famous due to having intuitive or
artistic skills. The medical issues usually revolve around the stomach, breasts,
nutritional assimilation, and the lymph nodes. This is a powerful influence; if used
correctly, there can be altered states of awareness, which can be used to guide
others. On the negative or misuse of this energy, one could become deluded and
confused, thus living in a self-made illusion that, eventually could affect the
health. The best way to use this energy is to develop one‘s God-given talents,
whatever they may be.
Aug 03, 2006 Jupiter = Venus/Neptune Transit
The long lost love who lives a great distance away and/or who is unavailable at
the present time is a manifestation of this energy. It gives a strong sense of fantasy
along with writing abilities that could be used in a romance novel. There's a love
of living near the water or traveling with a loved one to water, as in living near a
lake, river, or ocean. One may also have an abundance of feelings or the love of
art and an admiration of artistic pursuits. It represents love of nightlife and
movies, plays, and the glamorous life.
Aug 09, 2006

Mercury = Mercury/Ascendant

(Places of Communication)

Direction: Solar Arc

Mercury to the Ascendant relates to the place where we like to communicate or
the place where one has their home, office, study group, or anyplace in which we
feel a sense of comfort. This place gives one the gift of gab so to speak, thus, we
are able to express ourselves with ease and also have the capacity to study here.
This can also be a time when a relative is born into the family or a time of contact
with a relative. There is a tendency to think a lot about one's own personal
thoughts, along with possibly having a shy disposition. Thus, it's important to
become familiar with the surroundings first, especially if one has to give a lecture
or presentation. One also has the capacity to be a good listener. Medically, this
relates to the breathing process, ruling the lungs and there’s a refined intestinal
track. So be aware to have a good diet along with the right nutrition. On the
negative side of this energy, there is a tendency to worry about the little things,
thus, not seeing the bigger picture.
Aug 10, 2006 Uranus = Moon/Node Transit
Joining a specialized interest group, like being with other astrologers, or having
sudden experiences with others is a manifestation of this energy, along with
meeting new friends or acquaintances. There can be an attraction to unusual
societies and/or social groups, or there could be a birth in the family of an
intelligent and gifted child. One can be suddenly attracted to someone, and just as
fast become uninterested again. The lesson here would be, "Get to know who you
are with before you invest energy in them."

Aug 19, 2006 Saturn = Saturn/Neptune (Spiritual Teachers) Transit
When Saturn combines with Neptune there is the decay of the old and the
rebuilding of new structures, thus there is a bridging of one consciousness to
another. During the last Saturn Neptune conjunction (1989), there were many
bridges that collapsed and had to be rebuilt. One has the ability to go into a
dreamtime state of reality and become a channel for information on other levels of
consciousness. The highest manifestation of this energy is represented by a
spiritual teacher who has great wisdom, developed over a period of lifetimes, to
share with humanity. On the other side, there can be problems within one's work
or partnerships due to fraud or deceit. There is also a tendency to dissolve dreams,
causing a feeling of great depression which could result in substance abuse or
drug poisoning; this can also affect the father in all of the above issues. There can
be a lack of timing and or a feeling of not being in touch with reality. Medically,
this rules bone disintegration, as in tooth decay, arthritis, broken toes, and/or foot
disorders, along with bone diseases and cancer, due to its wasting away effect.
It's also present with alcoholism and drug abuse, which is of a habitual nature.
Aug 19, 2006 Saturn = Mercury/Neptune Transit
The process of coming out of the illusion and facing one’s fear of the unknown
are influenced by this energy. Professionally, there can be betrayal on the part of a
partner, as well as meeting up with one's karma from past lives. There can be
much depression due to years of hardship or taking care of someone who has had
a long-term illness. There can also be a feeling as though one has been all alone
without anyone who understands them, or the feeling of being spiritually
bankrupt. On a positive level, one could have the ability to share spiritual words
of enlightenment, which can help to save someone from their great sadness, such
as being a substance abuse counselor. The best way to deal with this is through
meditation, thus connecting to a higher source of consciousness.
Aug 22, 2006 Jupiter = Sun (The Opportunity) Transit
The Sun represents the self and Jupiter is success; thus Sun/Jupiter combinations
seem to bring out success through one's philosophy on life. It attracts one to
religion and/or subjects dealing with the philosophy behind worshiping something
greater than the self. Each of us seeks out the purpose of life and how we fit into
it. This relates to having lots of fun and expansion and it’s considered one of the
most advancing times of one’s life. People who are born into wealth carry this
energy and/or this can be a time where one could create wealth and success for
themselves. This is also a time when people travel and/or have contact with
foreigners. It represents being able to relate on a big level, thus expanding into
many opportune areas in life. Joy for life and expansion of the self are expressions
of this, as well as putting one in a high social group within the community. It
relates to the seasoned traveler or author. There can be the birth of a Sagittarius or
Jupiter’s child who is optimistic and looks at the glass half full as opposed to half
empty. This rules grand parents, especially if they leave an inheritance to their
offspring. This also gives the potential for success when dealing with foreigners
and/or foreign products. The medical areas are the hips, thighs, liver, blood, and

hepatic system.
Aug 24, 2006 Moon = Ascendant (Emotional Body) Progressed
The Moon to the Ascendant relates to our image in the outer world, or what we
look like to others. It reflects our inner emotional issues to the world, there is no
hiding with this -- "What you see is what you get." This relates to our refection in
the mirror and seeing how our emotions affect one’s appearance. This denotes the
meeting and bonding of women of like minds or the relationships that are formed
with people who share mutual interests. It connects one to women in the family,
especially the mother and grandmother, and relates to the siblings and relatives
we associate with. The place where the family lives or the place where one
connects with their soul group is represented by this energy. One has the capacity
to reflect back difficult health issues to others, which may have been created
through their early environmental circumstances.
Aug 24, 2006 Saturn = Neptune/Midheaven Transit
One feels as though they aren’t getting ahead due to feeling limited within their
home or work environment. There can also be problems through others in the
career setting, with the potential for gradual loss of employment, or just getting
bored doing the same old thing. There can be fraud on the part of a business
partner and/or deception within one‘s profession. Medically, this rules problems
for the father, especially with substances, or there could be a disease which seems
to limit one's ability to move. Thus this relates to arthritis, bone diseases, and
potential psychological dilemmas created through one's early environment.
Aug 25, 2006 Moon = Sun/Pluto Progressed
This energy relates to the therapist and/or going to a counselor for therapy
regarding a behavior that is habitual. On the positive side, there is a desire to
pursue new emotional patterning and/or the beginning of new habits. Many times
there are losses in the family and/or losses through transitions. There can be a
birth of a child that could be the first and/or the last one born into a family. This
relates to moving into a new home, which could end up being the last move one
ever wishes to make for a long period of time. On its highest level, this relates to
the Shamanic healer who works with Goddess energy, enhancing the feminine
archetype. Medically this rules breast surgery and augmentation, such as
reduction and/or enlargement, and it also relates to psychological dilemmas
caused by early environmental conditioning.
Aug 28, 2006

Saturn = Saturn/Ascendant

(Restricted Environment)

Direction:

Solar Arc

With Saturn in combination with the Ascendant there is a feeling that our
environment is limiting us and/or that we have restricted one’s self due to one’s
personal patterns. One can have a strong sense of timing along with the desire to
succeed in whatever one does, due to feeling that one’s life should have purpose.
This relates to maturing and/or being aged by the world around us. Thus, one
begins to look within the self for a sense of balance, which can be done through
meditation. There can be an attraction to a relationship that could test one’s

values, especially if one decides to partner with them. Old souls come to the earth
plane to teach others the lessons they have learned in previous lifetimes.
Medically, there can be either beautiful skin or acne created by too much acid in
the system. There can also be breaks in the skeletal system along with tooth
decay.
Sep 02, 2006 Uranus = Midheaven/Ascendant Transit
There can be sudden changes in one's circumstances, along with new and different
people that can come into the environment, including a new love interest. Thus,
this changes one's overall identity and the way one is viewed by others. There can
also be a major move from one location to another. Medically, this causes spasms,
circulatory problems, and issues surrounding electricity.
Sep 06, 2006 Jupiter = Moon/Ascendant Transit
The place of higher learning, college or university, is represented by this energy.
There is usually happiness and the ability to expand in one's environment. One
has the potential for success in life due to inheritance or the family's influence in
the community. Many time's one could be born into wealth and/or affluence. This
denotes optimistic people who look at the glass as half full as opposed to half
empty. There can be a move away from one's birth location and/or there could be
moving to a foreign country. Since this is known as a time of great expansion, it's
important that one is conscious of the potential weight gain that this energy can
bring.
Sep 07, 2006 Saturn = Node/Ascendant Transit
There is a desire to separate from others and go into seclusion. There’s also a
tendency to harden one’s feelings, thus building walls for protection. Early life is
usually difficult since one may have to be responsible for others within the
environment. This is a character builder, though, giving one a sense of being able
to withstand whatever life has to offer. One has a good sense of timing with this;
in fact, they usually arrive early, but there’s difficulty interacting with others once
they‘re there, due to early environmental circumstances. One’s early environment
could make them the stand-alone type. Medically, this tends to cause ailments that
limit, as in arthritis, bone problems due to lack of calcium assimilation, problems
with the teeth, and difficulties with the eyes. This also manifests as the gaining of
insight after a period of darkness in one's inner life.
Sep 14, 2006 Saturn = Moon/Mars Transit
This addresses family and/or personal difficulties surrounding repetitious
behavior that causes problems for everyone involved. There can be breakups in a
relationship due to emotional blocks and/or emotional instability created through
the lack of early positive conditioning within the environment. Emotional
repression that effects one's position in life, and possibly even the career, is a
manifestation of this. It also relates to having the capacity to run the family
business, or turning one's home into a business and/or making repairs on the
family home.

Sep 17, 2006 Saturn = Mercury/Ascendant Direction: Solar Arc
One may have a stable way of thinking, putting the logical mind first; thus, one
seems to live more in a state of reality than fantasy. There is an ability to plan the
future and stick to a rigid, strict way of thinking. On the negative side, one may
feel as though they are caught in a depressing situation that leaves them with no
way out. Thus, there is a tendency to feel as though one can't share their thoughts
with others, since one feels that others just wouldn't understand, or even worse -they just don't want to hear it. Many times people feel limited in this place and
there can be difficulties with relatives at this time which may have been created
through habitual patterns.
Sep 17, 2006 Saturn = Sun/Neptune Transit
One can dissolve old structures by the rebuilding of new ones. This represents the
bridge of consciousness created when we follow our spiritual path. It can also
represent a physical bridge over a body of water; thus, on a psychological level,
this relates to a bridge over troubled waters. On the negative side, there can be
issues surrounding desertion and/or substance abuse on the part of the father. On a
professional level, there can be betrayal within the work environment or a slow
disintegration of the business. Medically this weakens the immune system, thus
causing a wasting-away effect. This rules the potential cancer of one's philosophy,
thus manifesting as liver disease caused by the lack of good judgment. There can
also be tooth decay, osteoporosis, and weakened bones due to poor assimilation of
calcium. It's important to have clear intent along with sound values as one's guide
through life.
Sep 19, 2006 Jupiter = Saturn/Neptune Transit
One has a sense of purpose when it comes to the belief system, and this relates to
involvement in a religious order. Thus one may have high ideals and a sense of
integrity. On the negative or misuse of this energy, there can be corruption within
institutions through fraud committed by those in authority, and many religious
evangelists came to their downfall under this. This also has toxic implications, as
in it relates to ailments like the flu which effect large amounts of the population at
once. Medically these rule pneumonia or lung diseases, so get a check up early
and start doing pranayama, the yogic deep breathing technique facilitating in
balanced health.
Sep 19, 2006 Uranus = Mercury/Ascendant Transit
One may have a very bright and highly intelligent way of thinking, although there
is a tendency to think individually -- not the same as the masses. Thus, there is a
rebellious quality to the way one expresses the self. This also relates to a sibling
who may be intelligent yet a rebel at heart. Many geniuses have this energy,
denoting their ability to have self-referral and channel thought. This also relates to
clairvoyants and astrologers, and anyone in the high tech industry who uses
advanced forms of communication. The energy in this location can be highly
volatile, or there can be problems with electricity or lightening in this place.
Sep 19, 2006

Jupiter = Mercury/Neptune

Transit

The fictional writer, spiritual teachers, preachers, priests, shamans, and healers
who share their beliefs with others to help them to heal themselves are influenced
by this energy. It also relates to people who tap into a higher state of
consciousness and have the capacity to relate that information to the masses. This
is considered an inspirational influence where there's a state of blissful awareness.
On the negative side of this energy there is a tendency to con or be conned
through belief. Medically this relates to the lungs, with mucus or water build up
and/or asthma.
Sep 20, 2006 Uranus = Saturn/Ascendant Transit
Separations from others due to the need to break away from the old patterns is a
manifestation of this energy. It gives one a unique appearance, looking different
from others and creating one’s own style. One also likes being separate from the
momentum, not wanting to follow anyone but one‘s self. There can be difficulty
working with others because one likes to do it their own way. Medically, this
creates lots of energy going up the spine all at once, giving a feeling of
disorientation; thus, spinal difficulties can result from this excess energy. A
resolution to this might be to do yoga, thus becoming more flexible inside and
out.
Sep 23, 2006 Jupiter = Neptune/Midheaven Transit
There can be a love of philosophy, religion, and sharing one’s beliefs with others,
thus having a desire to share what one has learned on a spiritual level. One may
desire to gamble on life and/or with their money, since this relates to speculation.
There can be a love of travel or a love of traveling to distant foreign places.
There's also a tendency to have grandiose schemes and not always living in the
present, with a tendency to live in dreamtime. Medically this rules blood disorders
and liver problems.
Sep 29, 2006 * Moon = Saturn/Uranus Progressed
Tearing down of the old structures and the rebuilding of new emotional patterns
that support one’s new life style is a manifestation of this energy. Women who
have a need for personal freedom through their expressions and creativity are
represented by this energy, thus forming and building new bonds in the
community. There is also a tendency to let go of friends who do not support one’s
new free way of thinking.
Oct 01, 2006 *
Moon = Mercury/Uranus Progressed
An emotional shock in early life, or an unstable home life resulting in many
moves, is a manifestation of this energy. There can be disconnection from the
family as well as having the ability to mentally control one’s emotions, mainly
because of being detached from one’s feelings. There can also be many projects
and a sense of confusion surrounding loss of paper work. One may feel that there
are many changes in friendships that affect their sense of stability. One may have
to relate to unstable females in their life who are changeable, moody, and/or
confused. The positive use of this energy would be to get away by oneself for a
while and leave the family issues behind.

Oct 02, 2006 Jupiter = Node/Ascendant Transit
Many fortunate contacts and associations can come in, bringing influential people
into one's life that can change it for the better. This rules traveling and/or learning
with others, connecting people together to attain higher knowledge. Many people
who have a fortunate turn in their life's circumstances have this, as well as people
who were born into prosperity, an economically secure family, or who have the
ability to manifest success through their own talents.
Oct 03, 2006 Jupiter = Jupiter/Midheaven (Successful Business) Progressed
Jupiter, when in combination with the MC, gives great success within one's career
along with potential opportunities to expand and move up in the world. This
energy relates to heights, thus one could reach their career heights under this
influence. People may move from one location to another, which denotes moving
to a larger home and/or work or to another country. Usually there can be
opportunities laid out by a grandparent and/or the inheriting the family business.
People who do a lot of travel for business, especially to foreign lands, have this,
and they seem to do well when in business with or for foreigners. On a medical
level this relates to a successful outcome to the diagnosis and it denotes the
prominent doctor.
Oct 05, 2006 Neptune = Jupiter/Node Direction: Solar Arc
One has a high degree of intuition, having psychic gifts and/or connecting one
with people who have perceptive abilities in the area of the creative arts. On the
shadow side or misuse of this energy, there can be dealing with people who are
substance abusers or who have problems being in the present reality, thus they
choose a reality that drains them energetically, as in alcoholism. Sometimes this
points to health issues for someone close, and there could be confusion as to what
is really wrong with them medically.
Oct 06, 2006 Jupiter = Moon/Mars Transit
There is a love of travel, especially to warm, hot places. This can cause legal
problems surrounding the family and/or real estate matters and there can be
heated discussions regarding the belief systems and philosophy of others. This
also rules the physically large woman and/or the large breasted female. Medically,
there can be weight gain due to chemical imbalance in the diet along with an over
acid condition.
Oct 08, 2006 Jupiter = Sun/Neptune Transit
This is the spiritual journey which either comes from within and/or manifests as a
vision quest. Many times one has the capacity to teach their spiritual beliefs, thus
sharing their philosophy with others. This is usually considered a very happy time
in one's life and there can be a meeting of a spiritual teacher. There’s an
appreciation of spirituality and/or the ability to write on a spiritual level. There
can also be travel over a large body of water, or returning to a place where one
lived in a past life. This relates to speculation, which may create the desire to get
rich quick as well as schemes and fraud. So one can see why this rules gambling
and casinos. Medically, this relates to hepatitis, liver disorders, large hips and

thighs, and the potential for weight gain.
Oct 09, 2006 Moon = Pluto/Midheaven Direction: Solar Arc
The woman who has personal power, like a healer, shaman, or a woman of
knowledge, is represented by this; much like an astrologer. This denotes the
matriarch of the family, the one who controls the direction in which the family
goes as well as controlling the finances. Psychologists carry this energy, since
they have insight into the feelings and motivations of others. Medically this
affects the reproductive system and/or it relates to a transition for the matriarch of
the family.
Oct 14, 2006 Neptune = Neptune/Midheaven (Spiritual Consciousness) Transit
When Neptune joins with the MC, there is a desire to attain a more spiritual
consciousness in one's life. There’s a desire to integrate spirituality with career
goals and do the right thing. One has an innate psychic and/or intuitive ability that
is used in the timing of one’s career decisions. One can also get information in
their dreams that guides them in the waking life, thus there is talent which can
express itself in the form of dance, music, poetry and psychic abilities. On the
other side of this, there is confusion in one's career direction and a lack of goal
planning, leaving one with the feeling that they don't know which way to turn
next. This also relates to a confidence man or the swindler who has antisocial
behavior and is prone to dishonest acts. Thus this denotes great financial losses or
the loss of one's energy. On a medical level this represents substance abuse, an
alcoholic or an addictive parent and/or toxicity in one's own body. This also rules
foot disorders and problems with the bones and tooth decay.
Oct 17, 2006 Uranus = Venus/Mars Transit
Sudden sexual attractions that seldom have longevity or staying power are a
manifestation of this energy. It can represent getting a venereal disease due to
indiscreet attractions with people of questionable character, or falling in love
quickly and passionately when one has a strong sexual attraction. One can also be
compulsive in love relationships; but on the positive side, one may form
friendships first before becoming lovers.
Oct 17, 2006 Moon = Uranus/Midheaven Progressed
One has the capacity to move up in the world and/or make a big move for their
employment, which usually happens suddenly. This may manifest by moving to a
completely different type of place. This also relates to the volatile mother who has
many mood swings and could have a chemical imbalance. But on the positive
side, there could be the gathering of a group of women for the attainment of
knowledge.
Oct 17, 2006 Saturn = Pluto/Ascendant Transit
This tends to make one feel confined within their environment, and it seems to
make one stay in one location for long periods of time. There's a tendency to have
a more serious quality to the personality; thus, this builds character and stamina
with the capacity to withstand the storm. This relates to caring for a parent and/or

a person who has health issues for an extended period of time. Medically, this
tends to confine and limit, thus this denotes arthritis, bone disease, and any
disease that is considered chronic, and it relates to tooth extractions.
Oct 22, 2006 Jupiter = Pluto/Ascendant Transit
Success in life, gained through the generosity of others, is one of the
manifestations of this. It gives the ability to move beyond the present
circumstances and enjoy more of the good life. This could come through an
inheritance and/or just being in the right place at the right time. Many people who
are born into wealth have this, and it relates to expansion into a better lifestyle.
This expansion can also come through the physical body as in weight gain due to
living high on the hog, so to speak.
Oct 28, 2006 Moon = Jupiter (Great Feelings) Progressed
The Moon/Jupiter gives expansion of the environment, a large family and/or the
woman with a great philosophy on life or the family's belief system. It represents
one's physical presence or moving to a larger home and/or to the love of family
and home life. It's when one moves up in the world and finds happiness and
abundance in one's life's path; thus it's the good life. There’s the capacity to be
emotionally receptive to the needs of others. It relates to having a highly religious
and/or philosophical nature. There can also be a grandmother with a strong
heritage and belief system who's at the head of the family. Usually there's a happy
family and success and opportunities with real estate. An image of this could be
the happy woman who loves to travel, especially to see the family ancestral home,
since this represents the history or heritage of the family, thus genealogy. Many
times it gives the desire to become a priest and/or a nun or becoming involved
with someone of a religious nature. The luck of the Irish is with this energy and
there is also the love of sports that the whole family becomes involved in. On a
medical level, this tends to increase one's weight due to the love of food, which
also relates to the large-breasted woman. One the shadow side, this relates to
inherited diseases.
Oct 28, 2006 Jupiter = Mars/Node Transit
Successful men and/or connecting with men who have abundance created through
their career, much like a philanthropist or world traveler, is a manifestation of
this. There can be happiness that can come to one through the connections made
with males. This represents contractual agreements, which can connect one with
the legal profession or with people who make decisions for others. This also
represents conception and/or birth of a male child.
Oct 31, 2006 Uranus = Mars/Jupiter Transit
There could be a sudden meeting of someone one finds different and unique and
with whom one wants to pursue friendship. Be careful, since there could be an
unexpected or unplanned pregnancy. A male child with high intellect can be born
under this, and it also connects one to groups of men in sports and/or in
competitive fields.

Nov 02, 2006 Midheaven = Moon/Node Direction: Solar Arc
These are the people in one's family or the people one works with. It relates to the
one in power or the boss, the one who is in control of others. There’s a capacity to
meet others in a work related function or meeting someone who will be involved
in one's life for many years to come. This also relates to transitions or births of
family members.
Nov 02, 2006 Midheaven = Moon/Node Progressed
These are the people in one's family or the people one works with. It relates to the
one in power or the boss, the one who is in control of others. There’s a capacity to
meet others in a work related function or meeting someone who will be involved
in one's life for many years to come. This also relates to transitions or births of
family members.
Nov 04, 2006 * Saturn = Mars/Node Transit
There is a tendency to separate from male groups or from a man. It brings one
together with men who are building a new structure, like builders on all levels of
consciousness. This also relates to the father's health and/or blocks in energy
when dealing with men in authority. Thus, this is a time of connecting with past
karma that can be played out in the present.
Nov 04, 2006 Moon = Venus/Jupiter Progressed
The beautiful family, and/or home, as it relates to people who like to decorate or
improve the appearance of their home is represented by this energy along with the
capacity to create beauty in one's environment. There can also be a beautiful
grandmother and/or the happy, joyful family or women.
Nov 11, 2006 Moon = Venus (The Marriage) Progressed
The Moon combined with Venus relates to the marriage based on the power of
love and attraction. It denotes beautiful women, who have sensitivity to the needs
of others or the beautiful environment and the happy family, thus creating beauty
in one’s life. One has the capacity to emotionally respond to the desires of others,
as well as feel happiness while in the presence of family members. Having a
beautiful face and hair and the overall liking of what is seen in the mirror is
represented by this energy. There is usually a capacity to do interior decorating
along with a love of colors and textures. This also denotes the ability to be very
socially oriented with the love of a good party. One usually has a very fertile
imagination and loves to make food in a way that gives pleasure to others. Great
cooks who express their love for others through their food have this, which
provides for one's emotional needs. There's also a love of planting flowers and
watching them grow. In relationships, this manifests as the union of two
emotionally available people who love touching one another and have ease in
expressing their feelings. There is usually a love of art, poetry, music, and dance,
which can be used in one's career.
Nov 12, 2006 Neptune = Neptune/Midheaven (Spiritual Consciousness) Transit
When Neptune joins with the MC, there is a desire to attain a more spiritual

consciousness in one's life. There’s a desire to integrate spirituality with career
goals and do the right thing. One has an innate psychic and/or intuitive ability that
is used in the timing of one’s career decisions. One can also get information in
their dreams that guides them in the waking life, thus there is talent which can
express itself in the form of dance, music, poetry and psychic abilities. On the
other side of this, there is confusion in one's career direction and a lack of goal
planning, leaving one with the feeling that they don't know which way to turn
next. This also relates to a confidence man or the swindler who has antisocial
behavior and is prone to dishonest acts. Thus this denotes great financial losses or
the loss of one's energy. On a medical level this represents substance abuse, an
alcoholic or an addictive parent and/or toxicity in one's own body. This also rules
foot disorders and problems with the bones and tooth decay.
Nov 14, 2006 Jupiter = Neptune (Spiritual Journey) Transit
When Jupiter and Neptune are in combination there is a tendency to create an
awakening to universal oneness. It addresses our need to expand consciousness
through our belief system and relates to the spiritual journey from within. It
denotes the sacred sights we go to on the earth for a vision quest, or the person
who seeks the application of higher knowledge which gives them more spiritual
wisdom. There can be long journeys over water to distant countries, sharing
beliefs and philosophies on life with others which are held in common or shared
with foreigners. On the other side, there can be confusion surrounding one's belief
system, thus becoming disillusioned with one’s religious path. The personification
of this relates to the defrocking of priests and/or ministers, along with the
proverbial scandals of public officials and people who are ousted when it is
discovered that they're not as spiritual as they portrayed themselves to be. This
also relates to large rains and/or flooding, and people seem to take chances on
speculation that end disastrously, so it's best not to get involved with the get rich
quick schemes. Medically this rules toxicity in the liver and blood disorders
effected by one's need to correct a belief that may be toxic, and physicians could
make an incorrect diagnosis.
Nov 14, 2006 Jupiter = Uranus/Ascendant Transit
A highly inspirational environment where knowledge is shared with others is a
manifestation of this. It relates to the college and/or university setting, or to one's
home where there's a desire to learn higher knowledge. There can be sudden
travel and/or abrupt, unexpected advancements in life due to meeting people who
share one’s vision. Medically this rules the circulatory system and spasmodic
disorders.
Nov 16, 2006 Jupiter = Mars/Pluto Transit
The birth of a power child and/or the birth of powerful children are a
manifestation of this energy. It relates to the use of energy that is wielded through
philosophy and belief systems, thus transformative thought. People who can
change the world through what they believe or do carry this energy. So this rules a
surgeon and/or represents plastic surgery and it relates to the medical profession,

or a doctor who has the capacity to deal with life and death situations. The
transition of a grandparent can also come under this.
Nov 24, 2006 Moon = Neptune/Node Progressed
Connections with women who are very intuitive and psychic can come with this,
but there can also be problems through these associations. There can be betrayal
and/or psychological problems when picking a mate, due to having lots of
emotional baggage. Medically this relates to problems with toxicity in the breasts
and/or stomach due to deep emotional issues, which are unresolved from one’s
past.
Dec 08, 2006 Jupiter = Mars/Uranus Transit
This represents the physically strong man, like a prizefighter, or the well-endowed
man, or a male child being born who is more of an athletic type. It also relates to
someone who is very inventive, working with electricity and/or who knows a lot
about mechanical knowledge. There can be sudden wins, or getting something by
chance, or suddenly advancing in life due to being in the right place at the right
time.
Dec 09, 2006 Uranus = Mars/Jupiter Transit
There could be a sudden meeting of someone one finds different and unique and
with whom one wants to pursue friendship. Be careful, since there could be an
unexpected or unplanned pregnancy. A male child with high intellect can be born
under this, and it also connects one to groups of men in sports and/or in
competitive fields.
Dec 19, 2006 Venus = Moon (The Marriage) Progressed
The Moon combined with Venus relates to the marriage based on the power of
love and attraction. It denotes beautiful women, who have sensitivity to the needs
of others or the beautiful environment and the happy family, thus creating beauty
in one’s life. One has the capacity to emotionally respond to the desires of others,
as well as feel happiness while in the presence of family members. Having a
beautiful face and hair and the overall liking of what is seen in the mirror is
represented by this energy. There is usually a capacity to do interior decorating
along with a love of colors and textures. This also denotes the ability to be very
socially oriented with the love of a good party. One usually has a very fertile
imagination and loves to make food in a way that gives pleasure to others. Great
cooks who express their love for others through their food have this, which
provides for one's emotional needs. There's also a love of planting flowers and
watching them grow. In relationships, this manifests as the union of two
emotionally available people who love touching one another and have ease in
expressing their feelings. There is usually a love of art, poetry, music, and dance,
which can be used in one's career.
Dec 19, 2006 Jupiter = Jupiter/Ascendant (Expansive Environment) Transit
Jupiter combined with the Ascendant expands the environment and/or physical
body, which could manifest in the form of excess through one's weight or height

or sheer size. One could also be the lean lanky type, having a runner's body and,
in fact, this energy does relate to runners and/or tennis players. There is a love of
travel and/or moving from one home to another, which is usually larger. There’s
also the desire for a more spiritual environment where one can practice the
expansion of the belief system. There can be important people who come into
one's space who seem to nourish the belief in a higher order through expanded
awareness. The luck of the Irish is here, giving success and/or fame. Many people
experience a desire to move from one location to a larger, more spacious
environment where they can share their good fortune with others. This relates to
people who move early in life to a new location that is far from their birthplace
where they may live out the rest of their life.
Dec 21, 2006 Jupiter = Venus/Ascendant Transit
Expansion of the environment with the influence of other cultures and/or through
one’s heritage is a manifestation of this energy. This is also the beautiful person
who brings happiness into the lives of others because of their expanded love
awareness and internalized beauty. One has a great capacity to give and receive
love from others.
Dec 23, 2006 Uranus = Venus/Mars Transit
Sudden sexual attractions that seldom have longevity or staying power are a
manifestation of this energy. It can represent getting a venereal disease due to
indiscreet attractions with people of questionable character, or falling in love
quickly and passionately when one has a strong sexual attraction. One can also be
compulsive in love relationships; but on the positive side, one may form
friendships first before becoming lovers.
Dec 26, 2006 Uranus = Moon/Ascendant Direction: Solar Arc
Sudden new friendships can be made with others, or one might join a group
whose primary purpose is to attain higher knowledge. Sparking one’s interest in
life -- attraction to the unusual, or suddently meeting someone new -- is a
representation of this. This relates to the place where one could meet a new
relationship. The clairvoyant or a person who has the ability to already know the
outcome of a situation is a manifestation of this energy. Medically, this relates to
electrical shocks or to receive shocking news about someone; and on rare
occasions, it's been known to be the place that lightening strikes on a physical
and/or metaphorical level.
Dec 27, 2006 Moon = Sun/Uranus Progressed
With this, there is a desire to make changes in a person's life, or being forced to
make a change in one's residence. There can be emotional instability in the lives
of women in one’s surroundings. Many times there is involvement with brilliant,
highly intelligent, unique females. Usually the mother is volatile and/or unstable
and it can give one unusual eating patterns, which may cause stomach problems.
There seems to be a lack of emotional stability due to early family conditioning
which directly affects the health.

Jan 01, 2007 Moon = Mars/Ascendant Progressed
People who are fast on their feet and have difficulty staying in one place for long
are a representation of this energy. Thus they usually want to be there already.
This relates to the one who is quick to respond to outside stimulation or the
excitable person. There can also be dealing with a person who has Martian energy
or an Aries-type personality, which is aggressive and gets the job done through
sheer forcefulness.
Jan 05, 2007 Jupiter = Moon (Great Feelings) Transit
The Moon/Jupiter gives expansion of the environment, a large family and/or the
woman with a great philosophy on life or the family's belief system. It represents
one's physical presence or moving to a larger home and/or to the love of family
and home life. It's when one moves up in the world and finds happiness and
abundance in one's life's path; thus it's the good life. There’s the capacity to be
emotionally receptive to the needs of others. It relates to having a highly religious
and/or philosophical nature. There can also be a grandmother with a strong
heritage and belief system who's at the head of the family. Usually there's a happy
family and success and opportunities with real estate. An image of this could be
the happy woman who loves to travel, especially to see the family ancestral home,
since this represents the history or heritage of the family, thus genealogy. Many
times it gives the desire to become a priest and/or a nun or becoming involved
with someone of a religious nature. The luck of the Irish is with this energy and
there is also the love of sports that the whole family becomes involved in. On a
medical level, this tends to increase one's weight due to the love of food, which
also relates to the large-breasted woman. One the shadow side, this relates to
inherited diseases.
Jan 06, 2007 * Saturn = Mars/Node Transit
There is a tendency to separate from male groups or from a man. It brings one
together with men who are building a new structure, like builders on all levels of
consciousness. This also relates to the father's health and/or blocks in energy
when dealing with men in authority. Thus, this is a time of connecting with past
karma that can be played out in the present.
Jan 14, 2007 * Pluto = Uranus/Node Transit
This is a highly volatile energy, which brings people together for a joint purpose;
to grow and evolve into higher awareness of the self. There’s also the desire to
know what motivates one to do the right thing. One has the capacity to inspire
others towards spiritual oneness, thus having a cause with others. On the reverse
side, there can be losses that are shared with others which happen suddenly and
without warning. Thus this is a transitional influence, which can come from an
accident and/or through heart problems.
Jan 14, 2007 Jupiter = Mars/Jupiter (Enthusiastic Beliefs) Transit
Mars and Jupiter combine physical energy and philosophy into one giving
enthusiasm when it comes to the beliefs. It denotes legal matters, contractual
agreements, settlements and resolving an aggression in a peaceful manner. There

can also be legal matters coming to a head as two opposing forces take action
against one another. Thus this denotes opposing factions disagreeing on what they
feel is just and fair, in other words it creates differences in belief systems between
individuals or groups of people. One may want to sign a legal contract or
agreement now, since it can go in one’s favor as it also relates to a male order of
religious group or pious people like priests. There could be a male child born
now, possibly a Sagittarius, who could have an athletic body or a future interest in
sports. Jupiter is another name for the weather god Thor, who in this case causes
very hot winds like El Nino. Firestorms and heated temperatures relate to this
energy. This is also great energy for an athlete who can have a period of personal
success in their career It creates military action on the part of the armed forces
going abroad or occupying a foreign base. This relates to the judge who is known
for being just and fair in philosophy and beliefs. Medically this rules the large
man, the liver and it represents the well-endowed male.
Jan 15, 2007 Uranus = Saturn/Ascendant Transit
Separations from others due to the need to break away from the old patterns is a
manifestation of this energy. It gives one a unique appearance, looking different
from others and creating one’s own style. One also likes being separate from the
momentum, not wanting to follow anyone but one‘s self. There can be difficulty
working with others because one likes to do it their own way. Medically, this
creates lots of energy going up the spine all at once, giving a feeling of
disorientation; thus, spinal difficulties can result from this excess energy. A
resolution to this might be to do yoga, thus becoming more flexible inside and
out.
Jan 16, 2007 Jupiter = Venus/Mars Transit
People with this can have a strong sensual philosophy or belief system about
relationships, as well as a happy sexual relationship. There can be many fun times
with people from other cultures or nationalities. Lots of sexual activity is one of
the manifestations of this, as well being a person who is lucky in love. There is an
ease in getting what one wants, especially when it comes to love and money.
Jan 17, 2007 Uranus = Mercury/Ascendant Transit
One may have a very bright and highly intelligent way of thinking, although there
is a tendency to think individually -- not the same as the masses. Thus, there is a
rebellious quality to the way one expresses the self. This also relates to a sibling
who may be intelligent yet a rebel at heart. Many geniuses have this energy,
denoting their ability to have self-referral and channel thought. This also relates to
clairvoyants and astrologers, and anyone in the high tech industry who uses
advanced forms of communication. The energy in this location can be highly
volatile, or there can be problems with electricity or lightening in this place.
Jan 20, 2007 Jupiter = Saturn/Ascendant Transit
Moving up in the world due to opportunities that take one out of their former
limitations is a manifestation of this energy. There’s a desire to move from a
smaller home to a larger one. This relates to people who have come from a

limited, confined position early in life, with little joy or happiness. Thus this gives
one the capacity to value hard work and saving for that potential rainy day.
Medically this relates to the liver, so be sure to drink lots of water.
Jan 21, 2007 Jupiter = Mercury/Ascendant Transit
These are the optimists of the zodiac, looking at most things as positive. There is
a love of other cultures, thus a person usually travels a lot and wants to share their
experiences with others. One also has the capacity to be a good teacher and/or
present their beliefs to others or be in the ministry. There is usually a grandparent
who could have influenced one's philosophy on life and possibly there is a foreign
heritage. This is a good time to negotiate and sign agreements, as well as a good
time to speculate. Another manifestation of this is to have a quite successful
sibling.
Jan 21, 2007 Neptune = Node/Ascendant Transit
There can be interest in furthering one's spiritual development by joining groups
that share your interests. It tends to bring undesirables into one's life or people
who aren't practical and are looking for someone else to foot the bill. Medically
this relates to chronic fatigue, lack of energy, infection, along with sleep and eye
disorders. One may also have the desire to help others less fortunate than oneself
who have health issues.
Jan 21, 2007 * Neptune = Venus/Node Direction: Solar Arc
These are the relationships that help to advance the soul through spiritual
awareness. They are the associations that add a spiritual dimension to one’s life,
along with a psychic connection. On the negative side, one could meet people
who test their sense of reality, as well as people who have the potential to betray.
It's important to know the person one connects with before one gives their most
valuable asset: their love.
Jan 24, 2007 Jupiter = Midheaven/Ascendant Transit
One wants to expand their physical reality though their environment or through
their physical body. This could be a good thing and/or it could lead to over
expansion or weight gain. On the whole this is a popular, successful time in one's
life where there is a lot of personal joy and sharing of one's prosperity with others.
There’s a desire to travel and enjoy the fruits of one’s labor. Many people who
have been born into abundance have this, as well as people who have financial
success.
Jan 25, 2007 Saturn = Pluto/Ascendant Transit
This tends to make one feel confined within their environment, and it seems to
make one stay in one location for long periods of time. There's a tendency to have
a more serious quality to the personality; thus, this builds character and stamina
with the capacity to withstand the storm. This relates to caring for a parent and/or
a person who has health issues for an extended period of time. Medically, this
tends to confine and limit, thus this denotes arthritis, bone disease, and any
disease that is considered chronic, and it relates to tooth extractions.

Jan 30, 2007 Jupiter = Moon/Node Transit
A group of women discussing their beliefs and philosophy on life is represented
by this energy. It’s the loving and nurturing family and/or grandmother. There is
an attraction to philosophical groups whom we can connect with and where one
has community. One could also join a new religion or church group. There can be
happiness through one's connections and enjoying prosperity with others. This
also relates to travel which can take one to distant places to see one’s homelands
and/or to be with one’s family group.
Jan 30, 2007 Uranus = Midheaven/Ascendant Transit
There can be sudden changes in one's circumstances, along with new and different
people that can come into the environment, including a new love interest. Thus,
this changes one's overall identity and the way one is viewed by others. There can
also be a major move from one location to another. Medically, this causes spasms,
circulatory problems, and issues surrounding electricity.
Feb 09, 2007 Neptune = Moon/Mars Transit
The intuitive woman who takes initiative and can react quickly when needed is
influenced by this energy. It relates to emotional sensitivity and/or an emotionally
sensitive situation. It also denotes family secrets or the hiding of one's nature from
others, or being deceived, deceptive, or confused. There can also be the influence
of women who are substance abusers or have psychological disorders. On a
positive level, this relates to the athlete who loves to swim or do water sports, and
or there is a potential for water problems in the home or the need for a new water
heater.
Feb 12, 2007 Jupiter = Sun/Ascendant Transit
There can be the expansion of the self and the awareness of how the environment
affects one’s health. People who have this desire to travel great distances and
seldom live in the place in which they were born. It gives a happy personality
along with a strong philosophy on life, which gives the capacity to be the eternal
student. A grandparent usually plays a strong role in early life due to their
philosophical influence, thus one's personal heritage becomes a vital factor in
early development. This also has a tendency to put on weight and girth due to the
need to expand on all levels of consciousness, including the physical. Great
wealth and abundance are the outcome of this, since one has the ability to connect
with others who are in a position of influence and power. Each person's sense of
wealth is relative to his or her own personal situation, though.
Feb 16, 2007 Uranus = Moon/Node Transit
Joining a specialized interest group, like being with other astrologers, or having
sudden experiences with others is a manifestation of this energy, along with
meeting new friends or acquaintances. There can be an attraction to unusual
societies and/or social groups, or there could be a birth in the family of an
intelligent and gifted child. One can be suddenly attracted to someone, and just as
fast become uninterested again. The lesson here would be, "Get to know who you
are with before you invest energy in them."

Feb 21, 2007 Neptune = Sun/Neptune (The Dream) Transit
The Sun/Neptune on its highest level relates to the spiritual self and finding that
spiritual light within each of us. It represents attraction to highly spiritual and
enlightened people with whom we feel a love bond. This gives the capacity to
become enlightened and highly evolved on a spiritual level, thus taking one into a
dreamtime state of awareness or altered states of consciousness. People with this
have enhanced creativity in dance, music, the arts, and/or psychic abilities; it
could even bring a spiritual teacher into one's life. It also gives one the ability to
meditate for extended periods of time, and/or having the capacity to be a medium,
with the ability to see spirits and auras. It relates to seeing the highest potential of
a person and later finding out that what one originally saw was only a projected
illusion, thus this represents projections. On the negative side, there is the
potential to present a false identity to others. It may also be lying to oneself or not
being able to see oneself in the correct light, thus burying one's head in the sand.
There is also a tendency to avoid reality, sometimes until it's too late, as in
gambling and having great losses. There can be an attraction to addictive
substances, like alcohol, that shift reality into an altered state, which can age the
body due to the poisonous nature of the substances. This relates to attraction to a
mate either with addictive behavioral issues and/or psychological dilemmas.
There can be picking someone who becomes an actor in one’s movie, who has codependency issues, thus becoming part of one’s illusionary behavior. All of these
relationship issues are designed to promote self-referral along with the ability to
focus on personal self-development. Secrecy, privacy, betrayal, and abandonment
issues are part of the illusions we use to eventually find one’s spiritual path.
Psychological dilemmas created by negative patterning can also result in one not
seeing themselves clearly with this. Medically this rules paralysis, the weakened
heart, the feet, immune system, lymphatic system, parasites, water retention, and
addictions to prescribed medications, which cause chemical imbalance and/or
allergic reactions within the body.
Feb 25, 2007 Jupiter = Mars/Saturn Transit
A person wants to expand but they can't because they are limited by the reality of
the situation. Thus one will try to expand their reality, but they don't have the
wherewithal to make it happen, so progress becomes delayed. One may try to
grow when the situation has not matured through the test of time. Most
advancement starts with baby steps prior to taking the big leaps, which could
change one's financial future. There’s a need to deal with the limitations created
by past actions before one can start to move forward on their journey of
expansion. "Do not pass go, go directly to jail, and do not collect $200.00" is an
image that this energy can apply directly to the monopoly game of life.
Feb 25, 2007 Jupiter = Mercury/Mars Transit
This relates to people who usually have a good sense of judgment and/or are
involved in the decision making process, such as judges who have a sense of
justice and balance when it comes to making decisions for others. This is basically
a happy energy that makes one feel that they’re in the right and have a good,

sound belief system. This also relates to coming into a large sum of money due to
sales agreements as well as judgments that go in one’s favor.
Feb 28, 2007 Jupiter = Moon/Pluto Transit
With this energy there could be a grandparent with great wisdom and personal
power. This relates to the priest and/or priestess, the one who knows or is the
carrier of the ancient traditions. One has the capacity to see clearly into the beliefs
of others, thus there’s the ability to shape or form the mass belief system. This
denotes estates, the transition of a grandparent, the IRS, insurance companies,
taxes, and the family home. There’s the potential to have extreme wealth and/or
luck representing the big win or winning the lottery. The best use of this energy
would be to share one's highest, selfless philosophies with others, possibly in a
teaching position.
Mar 03, 2007 Saturn = Sun/Neptune Transit
One can dissolve old structures by the rebuilding of new ones. This represents the
bridge of consciousness created when we follow our spiritual path. It can also
represent a physical bridge over a body of water; thus, on a psychological level,
this relates to a bridge over troubled waters. On the negative side, there can be
issues surrounding desertion and/or substance abuse on the part of the father. On a
professional level, there can be betrayal within the work environment or a slow
disintegration of the business. Medically this weakens the immune system, thus
causing a wasting-away effect. This rules the potential cancer of one's philosophy,
thus manifesting as liver disease caused by the lack of good judgment. There can
also be tooth decay, osteoporosis, and weakened bones due to poor assimilation of
calcium. It's important to have clear intent along with sound values as one's guide
through life.
Mar 04, 2007 *
Jupiter = Mars/Midheaven Transit
Success can come now through one's actions or activities and there can be
happiness through the career. Decisions seem to go in one's favor. Many times a
woman can meet a man who will bring in opportunities and/or a successful
change in their life's path. Business opportunities can come in now and/or there
could be pay off of a business venture.
Mar 05, 2007 Moon = Neptune/Pluto Progressed
There is a great capacity for intuitive gifts, combined with emotional sensitivity to
the environment. There's also an ability to live in two realities, the spiritual reality
and the real world; thus this makes for a great medium or channeler. The extremes
of emotional sensitivity could cause problems on the psychological level though;
thus there could be problems with toxicity in the body. This toxicity could come
from substances and/or there could be a growth or problems with the breasts. It
usually denotes allergies, so it's best to stay away from dairy products. This also
relates to having a mother with emotional difficulties or, under extreme
conditions, a multiple personality.
Mar 05, 2007

Jupiter = Node

(Successful Associations)

Transit

Jupiter/Node brings successful and pleasant associations into our life, as it relates
to abundant people who are influential in the community, having knowledge or
financial success. These are the connections one makes which help them to
change their future direction. One can meet someone now with whom they would
like to marry and share their future. There can also be the birth of a child who
brings much pleasure into one's life. Connections can be made now with
foreigners who share their beliefs and philosophy on life. On a professional level,
this relates to connecting with people who are in key positions to help advance
one’s career; thus this is an important time for business success created through
bonding with others.
Mar 10, 2007 Saturn = Moon/Mars Transit
This addresses family and/or personal difficulties surrounding repetitious
behavior that causes problems for everyone involved. There can be breakups in a
relationship due to emotional blocks and/or emotional instability created through
the lack of early positive conditioning within the environment. Emotional
repression that effects one's position in life, and possibly even the career, is a
manifestation of this. It also relates to having the capacity to run the family
business, or turning one's home into a business and/or making repairs on the
family home.
Mar 16, 2007 *
Pluto = Mars/Neptune Transit
Mass consciousness evolving on a spiritual level relates to this energy. Thus
denoting mass conscious thought and earth changes surrounding water and/or
steam. This addresses one’s sensuous, sexual behavior, combining one's erotic
nature with the penetration of Pluto. This erotic energy relates to a male or female
stripper; making a living through eroticism. People who have personal power to
inspire others are influenced by this energy. On the shadow side, this relates to
people who are deceptive about their financial and/or sexual activities. Sounds
interesting, and it is, as long as you are an observer, thus this is best played out in
the audience as opposed to being in the movie.
Mar 23, 2007 Saturn = Node/Ascendant Transit
There is a desire to separate from others and go into seclusion. There’s also a
tendency to harden one’s feelings, thus building walls for protection. Early life is
usually difficult since one may have to be responsible for others within the
environment. This is a character builder, though, giving one a sense of being able
to withstand whatever life has to offer. One has a good sense of timing with this;
in fact, they usually arrive early, but there’s difficulty interacting with others once
they‘re there, due to early environmental circumstances. One’s early environment
could make them the stand-alone type. Medically, this tends to cause ailments that
limit, as in arthritis, bone problems due to lack of calcium assimilation, problems
with the teeth, and difficulties with the eyes. This also manifests as the gaining of
insight after a period of darkness in one's inner life.
Mar 24, 2007 Uranus = Sun/Ascendant Transit
Sudden changes surrounding one's physical environment, and unexpected rises

and falls in one's life path come with this. In other words, it relates to the big
changes that come about in one’s life on an environmental level. It usually gives a
unique and/or bizarre appearance, manifesting in an avant-garde or even
progressive way of dressing. This also relates to electrical shocks to the body or
nervous system, and it rules the place where lightening strikes. Medically, this
rules spasms and contractions, thus it can cause aneurisms, strokes, and heart
ailments.
Mar 29, 2007

Ascendant = Jupiter/Ascendant

(Expansive Environment)

Progressed

Jupiter combined with the Ascendant expands the environment and/or physical
body, which could manifest in the form of excess through one's weight or height
or sheer size. One could also be the lean lanky type, having a runner's body and,
in fact, this energy does relate to runners and/or tennis players. There is a love of
travel and/or moving from one home to another, which is usually larger. There’s
also the desire for a more spiritual environment where one can practice the
expansion of the belief system. There can be important people who come into
one's space who seem to nourish the belief in a higher order through expanded
awareness. The luck of the Irish is here, giving success and/or fame. Many people
experience a desire to move from one location to a larger, more spacious
environment where they can share their good fortune with others. This relates to
people who move early in life to a new location that is far from their birthplace
where they may live out the rest of their life.
Mar 30, 2007 Mercury = Midheaven/Ascendant Direction: Solar Arc
There’s an ability to express one's ideas and concepts easily to others along with
sharing thoughts on a particular area of interest. It bonds people through
communication skills and links one with siblings or relatives with whom they can
talk easily. This also gives the capacity to be a good listener as well as an
effective communicator.
Apr 04, 2007 Moon = Jupiter/Saturn Progressed
There is a desire to move forward in life by expanding in one’s surroundings.
Thus, there can be a purchasing of a new home and/or remodeling or doing major
repairs on one’s existing residence. On a psychological level, one may want to
overcome early feelings of not having enough, or feeling less than enough,
possibly because there just wasn't enough -- either way, it addresses our lack of
emotional stability. This is present when a woman is trying to overcome difficult
circumstances due to the lack of education and/or early family limitations that
have held her back from her full potential.
Apr 06, 2007 Moon = Mercury/Jupiter Progressed
One has the capacity to feel things with great compassion and sensitivity, thus
there is usually good communications with women and any dealings with them.
There’s writing ability about matters pertaining to the past and/or history, along
with the capacity to speak in public about matters relating to family and/or one’s
personal philosophy. Many time's people make decisions to move and/or to travel

great distances now.
Apr 12, 2007 Moon = Venus/Saturn Progressed
Emotional separations in the family can happen now due to not getting the
nurturing one needs. It can cause inhibitions, created by emotional deprivation in
early life. This also relates to a period of difficulty due to separations in the love
life. There 's usually a feeling of being lonely and separated from the ones we care
about. One also could work in interior decorating or the home, and/or there may
be a need to help a family member financially now.
Apr 13, 2007 Moon = Mercury/Venus Progressed
This relates to the ability to be emotionally sensitive to the feeling of another.
There’s the capacity to be a good listener along with the ability to tell a great
story. Many times there is a love for a sibling or even having a beautiful sister.
The mother usually has a pleasant way of communicating and their may be many
happy times with relatives. One is very capable of making decisions surrounding
the purchase of a home and or decorating one, as there are skills as an interior
decorator. On the whole, there are pleasant communications with others and the
loving family.
Apr 15, 2007 *
Pluto = Mars/Neptune Transit
Mass consciousness evolving on a spiritual level relates to this energy. Thus
denoting mass conscious thought and earth changes surrounding water and/or
steam. This addresses one’s sensuous, sexual behavior, combining one's erotic
nature with the penetration of Pluto. This erotic energy relates to a male or female
stripper; making a living through eroticism. People who have personal power to
inspire others are influenced by this energy. On the shadow side, this relates to
people who are deceptive about their financial and/or sexual activities. Sounds
interesting, and it is, as long as you are an observer, thus this is best played out in
the audience as opposed to being in the movie.
Apr 22, 2007 Moon = Jupiter/Midheaven Progressed
The happy woman who loves her home and family is a representation of this
energy. It relates to a move up in the world to a larger home and/or expansion
within one's personal environment. It gives large breasts in a woman's chart,
and/or it relates to breast augmentation. Either way, one has a great capacity to
nurture and/or to being nurtured. This is present for people who feed many others;
an example might be a family-owned restaurant or grocery business. One has the
capacity to be joyous along with the ability to have a great depth of feeling for
another. This also relates to traveling back to see one's homeland, and/or to
organize a family reunion.
Apr 27, 2007 Uranus = Mars/Saturn Transit
Sudden changes that are brought about due to the need to free oneself from old
conditioning or patterns that no longer serve are manifestations of this energy.
There could be sudden spasmodic changes that occur when one doesn't move
forward at a fast enough speed, which is necessary for the soul's advancement.

There could be mechanical problems; there could be a fender bender or a full on
accident if this energy is not used correctly. On the positive side of this, there
could be something new coming in through the purchase of a new car, or there
could be the building of new structures. One usually takes the path of least
resistance with this, thus it leaves one with the need to progress and grow beyond
whatever limitation's life has offered. If an accident takes place, then energy has
been blocked, which denotes veering off one's spiritual path; thus, one is
redirected to a new road to follow. This veering off of the path causes limitations
in action which can change one's situation suddenly and without warning.
Apr 29, 2007 Uranus = Mercury/Mars Transit
Many time's people make quick decisions that they regret later under this; and it
gives an ingenious mind, as in inventors, scientists, and astrologers. There is
usually speeded-up communication skills that often lead to getting bored during
normal conversations since people with this usually know what one's response is
going to be before it is said. There may also be an intelligent sibling, who just
doesn't stop talking about what they think or know.
Apr 29, 2007 Moon = Venus/Midheaven Progressed
There is a capacity for a beautiful family or mother or having a love for family
and a beautiful home where much love is shared. People who have this usually do
a lot of entertaining and have a flair for decorating. This is a successful period in
one's life due to connection with females, and it favors realtors and any business
related to real estate.
May 06, 2007 Jupiter = Node (Successful Associations) Transit
Jupiter/Node brings successful and pleasant associations into our life, as it relates
to abundant people who are influential in the community, having knowledge or
financial success. These are the connections one makes which help them to
change their future direction. One can meet someone now with whom they would
like to marry and share their future. There can also be the birth of a child who
brings much pleasure into one's life. Connections can be made now with
foreigners who share their beliefs and philosophy on life. On a professional level,
this relates to connecting with people who are in key positions to help advance
one’s career; thus this is an important time for business success created through
bonding with others.
May 07, 2007 Uranus = Moon/Pluto Transit
Conflict when dealing with the masses, along with the desire to give it all up or to
live in a tribal life style, is a manifestation of this energy. This relates to the
process of re-evaluating one's life and seeing that one doesn't fit into the
traditional consciousness any longer. There’s a capacity to escape and feel free
and separate from the mass dream, as in the movie, The Matrix. There may also
be sudden insights coupled with detached awareness, causing the fight-or-flight
reaction. Many friendships seem to come and go. The highest use of this energy is
to evaluate life from a distance, taking what one needs to become complete unto
the self.

May 08, 2007 *
Jupiter = Mars/Midheaven Transit
Success can come now through one's actions or activities and there can be
happiness through the career. Decisions seem to go in one's favor. Many times a
woman can meet a man who will bring in opportunities and/or a successful
change in their life's path. Business opportunities can come in now and/or there
could be pay off of a business venture.
May 09, 2007 Saturn = Midheaven/Ascendant Direction: Solar Arc
This has a sobering effect in that there may be periods of isolation from others, or
a feeling that one needs to be alone. This builds personal character and stability
due to relying on the self versus others. There can also be a period where one is
limited by a situation, or one may have to take care of the needs of another. On a
medical level, this tends to cause ailments that limit, like arthritis, as well as
having problems with the teeth and/or bone structure, denoting chronic ailments.
May 11, 2007 Jupiter = Moon/Pluto Transit
With this energy there could be a grandparent with great wisdom and personal
power. This relates to the priest and/or priestess, the one who knows or is the
carrier of the ancient traditions. One has the capacity to see clearly into the beliefs
of others, thus there’s the ability to shape or form the mass belief system. This
denotes estates, the transition of a grandparent, the IRS, insurance companies,
taxes, and the family home. There’s the potential to have extreme wealth and/or
luck representing the big win or winning the lottery. The best use of this energy
would be to share one's highest, selfless philosophies with others, possibly in a
teaching position.
May 12, 2007 Moon = Mars (Emotional Response) Progressed
Emotionally charged women who are highly energetic and fast to react are
examples of this energy and/or it's the emotionally young person who is very
assertive to their family and friends. There are many flare-ups and heated issues
that can come up while in the presence of others, and this relates to the angry
woman and/or mother with deep emotional scars caused by early childhood
development. This also relates to getting angry and then getting over it just as fast.
On a lighter note, this represents people who work on new projects surrounding
the home or family, and it relates to emotional courage. It gives the ability to
arouse the emotions of others to a new cause and it relates to many sports
enthusiasts and/or women involved in sports. There can be a love of spicy foods
and even the beginning of a new diet. It also relates to living in a hot climate
and/or to buying a new family home. Medically this rules the sensitive stomach,
resulting in an overly acidic condition or possibly an ulcer created by internalized
anger. There could also be burns created while cooking for the family when one is
angry.
May 15, 2007 Jupiter = Mercury/Mars Transit
This relates to people who usually have a good sense of judgment and/or are
involved in the decision making process, such as judges who have a sense of
justice and balance when it comes to making decisions for others. This is basically

a happy energy that makes one feel that they’re in the right and have a good,
sound belief system. This also relates to coming into a large sum of money due to
sales agreements as well as judgments that go in one’s favor.
May 15, 2007 Jupiter = Mars/Saturn Transit
A person wants to expand but they can't because they are limited by the reality of
the situation. Thus one will try to expand their reality, but they don't have the
wherewithal to make it happen, so progress becomes delayed. One may try to
grow when the situation has not matured through the test of time. Most
advancement starts with baby steps prior to taking the big leaps, which could
change one's financial future. There’s a need to deal with the limitations created
by past actions before one can start to move forward on their journey of
expansion. "Do not pass go, go directly to jail, and do not collect $200.00" is an
image that this energy can apply directly to the monopoly game of life.
May 17, 2007 Saturn = Node/Ascendant Transit
There is a desire to separate from others and go into seclusion. There’s also a
tendency to harden one’s feelings, thus building walls for protection. Early life is
usually difficult since one may have to be responsible for others within the
environment. This is a character builder, though, giving one a sense of being able
to withstand whatever life has to offer. One has a good sense of timing with this;
in fact, they usually arrive early, but there’s difficulty interacting with others once
they‘re there, due to early environmental circumstances. One’s early environment
could make them the stand-alone type. Medically, this tends to cause ailments that
limit, as in arthritis, bone problems due to lack of calcium assimilation, problems
with the teeth, and difficulties with the eyes. This also manifests as the gaining of
insight after a period of darkness in one's inner life.
May 17, 2007 Uranus = Mars/Midheaven Transit
This is a very excitable active time in one's life where everything seems to move
at lightning speed. In fact, many electricians, or people who work with new
technology, carry this energy. On the negative side, there could be problems
surrounding electricity or computers, or problems working with anything
electrical. One has a tendency to want to do their job independently and alone,
having speed of action and thought.
May 23, 2007 Uranus = Node (Social Acquaintance) Transit
Uranus to the node gives the desire to share friendships with others whom one has
mutual experiences with, thus bringing more excitement into one’s life. These
experiences are usually of a social nature, thus advancing one's knowledge
through these associations. This knowledge can come in the form of joining a
study group or having a group that one likes to socialize with or network with.
There is a very unusual dream life, connecting one with others through
dreamtime. Professionally this connects people who are involved in making
reforms or changes, and it relates to anyone involved in computer technology or
the high tech industry. On the other side, there can be problems that come through
one's friendships; thus, this relates to separations within those associations.

May 29, 2007 Saturn = Moon/Mars Transit
This addresses family and/or personal difficulties surrounding repetitious
behavior that causes problems for everyone involved. There can be breakups in a
relationship due to emotional blocks and/or emotional instability created through
the lack of early positive conditioning within the environment. Emotional
repression that effects one's position in life, and possibly even the career, is a
manifestation of this. It also relates to having the capacity to run the family
business, or turning one's home into a business and/or making repairs on the
family home.
May 30, 2007 Jupiter = Sun/Ascendant Transit
There can be the expansion of the self and the awareness of how the environment
affects one’s health. People who have this desire to travel great distances and
seldom live in the place in which they were born. It gives a happy personality
along with a strong philosophy on life, which gives the capacity to be the eternal
student. A grandparent usually plays a strong role in early life due to their
philosophical influence, thus one's personal heritage becomes a vital factor in
early development. This also has a tendency to put on weight and girth due to the
need to expand on all levels of consciousness, including the physical. Great
wealth and abundance are the outcome of this, since one has the ability to connect
with others who are in a position of influence and power. Each person's sense of
wealth is relative to his or her own personal situation, though.

